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We investigate the temperature and magnetic field dependence of the Polyakov loop and heavy
quark entropy in a bottom-up Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton (EMD) holographic model for the strongly
coupled quark-gluon plasma (QGP) that quantitatively matches lattice data for the (2 + 1)-flavor
QCD equation of state at finite magnetic field and physical quark masses. We compare the holo-
graphic EMD model results for the Polyakov loop at zero and nonzero magnetic fields and the heavy
quark entropy at vanishing magnetic field with the latest lattice data available for these observables
and find good agreement for temperatures T & 150 MeV and magnetic fields eB . 1 GeV2. Predic-
tions for the behavior of the heavy quark entropy at nonzero magnetic fields are made that could
be readily tested on the lattice.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The early stages of noncentral ultrarelativistic heavy
ion collisions [1–6] provide a way to produce extremely
large magnetic fields of the order of eB ∼ 15m2pi ∼ 0.3
GeV2 at the top collision energies of the Large Hadron
Collider. Such strong fields may have consequences
for the transport and thermodynamic properties of the
quark-gluon plasma (QGP) [7–14] formed in later stages
of heavy ion collisions and this possibility, in conjunction
with the relevance of intense magnetic fields also in other
environments such as the interior of magnetars [15] and
the early Universe [16, 17], have boosted the interest in
the investigation of the properties of strongly interact-
ing matter under the influence of strong magnetic fields
[18–21].
Moreover, it is well known by now that the QGP pro-
duced in heavy ion collisions behaves as an almost per-
fect, strongly coupled fluid close to the QCD crossover
transition [22], as evidenced, for instance, by the very
small value of the shear viscosity over entropy density
ratio η/s ≈ 0.095 used in hydrodynamic simulations [23]
that match experimental data. In fact, this small value
is very close to the result η/s = 1/4pi [24–26] valid for
a broad class of holographic gauge/gravity [27–30] sys-
tems, and at least one order of magnitude below pertur-
bative QCD estimates [31, 32]. This, along with the fact
that first principles lattice QCD simulations suffer from
technical difficulties to cope with nonequilibrium, real
time observables [33], while holography can be straight-
forwardly employed to calculate retarded Green’s func-
tions in strongly coupled systems [34–37], sparked the
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interest to use the gauge/gravity duality as a proxy to
gain insights into transport properties of strongly cor-
related quantum fluids, such as the QGP and ultracold
atomic systems [38, 39].
While initially focused in some qualitative and seem-
ingly universal features of strongly coupled fluids, re-
cently [40–50], models defined within the holographic cor-
respondence have also been applied in a more quantita-
tive fashion to study some of the thermodynamic and
transport properties of QCD-like plasmas. The reason-
ing behind such an approach may be dubbed as “holo-
graphic black hole engineering” in the sense that a non-
trivial dilaton field φ, which breaks conformal invariance
in the infrared, is introduced in the gravity action with
its bulk profile controlled by a potential V (φ) dynami-
cally fixed in order for the holographic equation of state
at zero magnetic field and chemical potentials match the
corresponding lattice QCD data. In this way, the black
hole solutions of the model are adequately engineered to
emulate some equilibrium properties of the QGP without
extra conserved charges or electromagnetic sources.
One may extend such black hole geometries by further
considering the addition of a Maxwell field Aµ to the
Einstein-dilaton system, defining an Einstein-Maxwell-
dilaton (EMD) holographic model where the coupling
function between the Maxwell and dilaton fields, f(φ),
may be dynamically fixed by matching some appropri-
ate QCD susceptibility, again, at zero magnetic field
and chemical potentials. Depending on the susceptibility
used to fix the Maxwell-dilaton coupling, one seeds the
bottom-up EMD setup with a minimum amount of phe-
nomenological data required to holographically describe
a QCD-like plasma at finite magnetic field and/or dif-
ferent chemical potentials. Then, different EMD settings
may be used to make holographic predictions for equi-
librium and nonequilibrium properties of the strongly
coupled QGP at finite magnetic field and/or chemical
potentials.
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2Very recently, an anisotropic version of the EMD model
at finite temperature and magnetic field (and zero chem-
ical potentials) was proposed in Refs. [51, 52], where the
holographic magnetic equation of state and the magnetic
field dependence of the crossover temperature were found
to be in quantitative agreement with lattice QCD data
with (2 + 1) flavors and physical quark masses [53, 54].
In Ref. [52], many transport coefficients associated with
momentum diffusion were computed as functions of tem-
perature and magnetic field. Indeed, the quantitative
agreement found with the lattice equation of state at fi-
nite magnetic field and the fact that the holographic set-
ting has nearly perfect fluidity naturally built in and al-
lows for the calculation of real time retarded correlators
makes the magnetic EMD model [51, 52] a very natu-
ral candidate to be employed to study properties of the
strongly coupled QGP that are still beyond the reach
of first principle lattice techniques. However, in order to
further check the range of applicability of the holographic
EMD model, it is important to consider other direct tests
besides the equation of state at finite magnetic field, and,
more importantly, to make further predictions for non-
trivial observables accessible to lattice calculations.
In this work, we check this framework against another
important test by comparing the holographic Polyakov
loop [55–60] calculated on top of the magnetic EMD black
hole solutions with lattice QCD data for this thermody-
namic observable at finite magnetic field [61, 62]. We
also compare our EMD model result for the heavy quark
entropy at zero magnetic field with the latest lattice data
available [63] and make the first predictions in the liter-
ature for this observable at nonzero magnetic field.
We use in this work units where ~ = kB = c = 1 and
a mostly plus metric signature.
II. EINSTEIN-MAXWELL-DILATON
HOLOGRAPHIC MODEL
The anisotropic EMD holographic model at finite tem-
perature and magnetic field we use has been discussed in
detail in Refs. [51, 52], including the numerics required
to solve the set of coupled equations of motion for the
EMD fields. In this section, we give a brief overview
on how the model is built and how their results for the
magnetic equation of state compare to the corresponding
lattice QCD data from Ref. [54]. We refer the interested
reader to consult Refs. [51, 52] for the technical details.
The bulk action for the EMD model is given by
S =
1
16piG5
∫
d5x
√−g
[
R− (∂µφ)
2
2
− V (φ)− f(φ)F
2
µν
4
]
,
(1)
while the ansatz for EMD fields with a constant and uni-
form magnetic field ~B pointing in the z-direction is of the
form,
ds2 = e2a(r)
[−h(r)dt2 + dz2]+ e2c(r)(dx2 + dy2) + dr2
h(r)
,
φ = φ(r), F = dA =
B
Λ2
dx ∧ dy, (2)
where the boundary of the asymptotically AdS5 space is
at r → ∞ and the black hole horizon is given by the
largest root of h(rH) = 0. We set to unity the radius of
the asymptotically AdS5 space and Λ is a scaling factor
with dimension of mass used to express in units of MeV
physical observables calculated on the gravity side of the
holographic correspondence [51, 52]. In order to numeri-
cally solve the equations of motion coming from Eqs. (1)
and (2), one needs to rescale the bulk spacetime coordi-
nates to specify numerical values for the radial coordinate
r and the functions a(r), c(r), and h′(r) at the horizon;
with this, one may Taylor-expand the background func-
tions a(r), c(r), h(r), and φ(r) around the horizon and
fix the corresponding Taylor coefficients as on-shell func-
tions of a pair of initial conditions, (φ0,B), where φ0 is
the value of the dilaton at the horizon and B is the value
of the rescaled magnetic field in these numerical space-
time coordinates [51, 52]. By choosing different values
of the pair (φ0,B) and numerically integrating the EMD
equations of motion from the horizon up to the spacetime
boundary, one obtains different black hole geometries,
each one of them corresponding to some definite physi-
cal state in the quantum field gauge theory. On the other
hand, the free parameters of the EMD model are dynami-
cally fixed by solving the equations of motions with B = 0
(implying zero magnetic field, B) and requiring that the
holographic equation of state and magnetic susceptibility
at B = 0 match the corresponding lattice QCD results
with (2+1) flavors and physical quark masses from Refs.
[64] and [65], respectively. This gives [52],
V (φ) = −12 cosh(0.63φ) + 0.65φ2 − 0.05φ4 + 0.003φ6,
f(φ) = 0.95 sech(0.22φ2 − 0.15φ− 0.32),
G5 = 0.46, Λ = 1058.83 MeV. (3)
Since only the results for the equation of state and
magnetic susceptibility at B = 0 were used as phe-
nomenological inputs to embed QCD information into
the EMD holographic model, results for nonequilibrium
transport coefficients at B = 0 and B 6= 0 [52] are le-
gitimate holographic predictions of the present model, as
well as the equation of state at nonzero magnetic field
[52], which we show in Fig. 1 and compare to lattice
data from Ref. [54]. One can see that the model provides
a very good description of the lattice data.
III. POLYAKOV LOOP AND HEAVY QUARK
ENTROPY
The holographic prescription for the calculation of the
regularized free energy [66] of a single static heavy quark,
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Equation of state of the magnetic
EMD model. (a) Normalized entropy density. (b) Pressure
difference, ∆p(T,B) ≡ p(T,B) − p(T = 125MeV, B). (c)
Crossover temperature extracted from the inflection point of
the normalized entropy density.
FQ, was studied in detail in Ref. [60] and it involves the
on-shell Nambu-Goto action for a straight string extend-
ing from the isolated heavy quark at the boundary up to
the horizon in the interior of the bulk. The holographic
formula for FQ in general backgrounds reads [60, 67, 68],
FQ =
√
λt
2pi
[∫ rmax
rH
dr
(√
−g(s)tt g(s)rr −
√
Asy.
{
−g(s)tt g(s)rr
})
−
∫ rH
cte
dr
√
Asy.
{
−g(s)tt g(s)rr
}]
, (4)
where
√
λt = 1/α
′ = 1/`2s is the effective t’Hooft
coupling (`s is the fundamental string length), g
(s)
µν =
e
√
2/3φgµν is the string frame background metric [44–
46], Asy.
{
−g(s)tt g(s)rr
}
= e2r is the asymptotic radial de-
pendence of −g(s)tt g(s)rr = e
√
8/3φ(r)+2a(r) in the ultra-
violet limit r = rmax → ∞, and cte is an arbitrary
constant corresponding to the choice of regularization
scheme (note cte 6= rH in order for the regularization
scheme employed in Eq. (4) be temperature independent
- see [69] for a recent discussion about the different regu-
larization schemes). We must also remark that since our
backgrounds support a nontrivial Maxwell field describ-
ing a constant magnetic field in the gauge theory, one
could consider minimally coupling one string end point
at a flavor brane near the boundary to the gauge field
on top of it, as done, for instance, in Ref. [70] in the
case of finite mass quarks. However, in our calculations
we consider infinitely heavy probe quarks, in which case
the minimal coupling between the string and the gauge
field is suppressed in the t’Hooft coupling relatively to
the Nambu-Goto action (namely, the Nambu-Goto con-
tribution is of order 1/2 in the t’Hooft coupling, while
the minimal coupling term is of order 0). Consequently,
for infinitely heavy probes, the minimal coupling between
the strings and the gauge field does not contribute to the
holographic calculation of the static heavy quark free en-
ergy in the classical gravity limit of the gauge/gravity
duality, since the t’Hooft coupling is large in this limit.
Moreover, the usual coupling between the dilaton field
φ and the Ricci scalar R induced on the string world-
sheet, which is of the form φR, is also of order 0 in the
t’Hooft coupling and, consequently, it is negligible in the
aforementioned limit and may be ignored in the present
calculations.
The absolute value of the expectation value of the
Polyakov loop operator [71–76] is given by P ≡ |〈LˆP 〉| =
e−FQ/T . We follow the same renormalization conven-
tion employed in Refs. [61, 62] and define F rQ(T,B) ≡
FQ(T,B) − FQ(T = 162MeV, B = 0), such that
Pr(T,B) = e
−F rQ(T,B)/T . The t’Hooft coupling remains
as a free parameter coming from the Nambu-Goto ac-
tion. By internal consistency of the holographic setting,
it must be a large number, since it is inversely propor-
tional to the square of `s, which is taken to be very small
compared to the radius of the asymptotically AdS5 space
in the classical gravity limit of the holographic correspon-
dence. We show in Fig. 2 (a) the holographic results for
the renormalized Polyakov loop with
√
λt = 1450 com-
pared to lattice data at finite B from Refs. [61, 62]. One
4can see that the model is able to quantitatively describe
the lattice results for the Polyakov loop at B = 0 and
that the agreement remains when the magnetic field is
turned on up to eB . 1 GeV2 for T & 150 MeV.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Renormalized Polyakov loop. Lat-
tice data are taken from Refs. [61, 62]. (b) Heavy quark en-
tropy ratio. Lattice data with B = 0 are taken from Ref.
[63].
The heavy quark entropy is given by SQ = −∂FQ/∂T .
Previous holographic calculations of this quantity include
the early work [77] and Refs. [78, 79]. This quantity
is particularly interesting in the holographic setting be-
cause the (zero temperature) regularization constant in
FQ cancels after taking the derivative and the ratio of
any two different values of SQ does not depend on the
free parameter
√
λt present in the holographic calcula-
tion of the Polyakov loop. Therefore, once the back-
ground is fixed, there are no free parameters to adjust
in this calculation and the result is an unambiguous pre-
diction of the holographic setup in equilibrium. In Fig.
2 (b), we compare our holographic result for the heavy
quark entropy ratio (with respect to the reference value
at SQ(T = 200MeV, B = 0)) and the corresponding lat-
tice data from Ref. [63], and also provide the first predic-
tions for this ratio at nonzero B. One can see that the
model gives a very good description of the B = 0 data
[63] for T & 150 MeV. At high temperatures our results
follow the approximate scaling SQ ∼ 1/T 2 suggested in
[80]. At lower temperatures, the disagreement we find
indicates that a different description involving hadronic
states should be more appropriate, as discussed in [81–
83].
Our model predicts that the heavy quark entropy de-
creases with increasing B in a narrow region defined by
150 < T < 300 MeV, above which the curves computed
with different values of B approximately coalesce to a
single curve at large temperatures. This feature can be
readily checked on the lattice.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results in Figs. 1 and 2 show that the magnetic
EMD model is not only able to reproduce lattice results
for the equation of state at nonzero values of the magnetic
field, but also the results for the Polyakov loop above the
pseudocritical crossover temperature, T & 150 MeV, and
magnetic fields eB . 1 GeV2, with a reasonable choice
for the t’Hooft coupling. As far as we know, this is the
only model that is able to simultaneously match in a
quantitative way lattice QCD results for both the equa-
tion of state and the Polyakov loop, at zero and nonzero
magnetic fields.
Furthermore, the holographic result for the heavy
quark entropy ratio at vanishing magnetic field, which
does not depend on the choice of any free parameter,
agrees quantitatively with the latest lattice results avail-
able for T & 150 MeV. These results constitute a highly
nontrivial, empirical check of the holographic dictionary
in a phenomenological bottom-up scenario engineered to
describe the deconfined plasma phase of QCD. Taken
together with the fact that the holographic setting has
naturally built in the nearly perfect fluidity property of
strongly correlated quantum fluids, which is a necessary
condition for a bona fide description of the strongly cou-
pled QGP, the results presented in this work give strong
support for the use of the holographic EMD model in cal-
culations for nonequilibrium, real time properties of the
strongly coupled magnetized QGP, which are very diffi-
cult to investigate via first principle lattice techniques.
In the present work, we also made the first predictions
for the behavior of the heavy quark entropy at nonzero
magnetic fields, which could be tested against lattice sim-
ulations providing a further check of the phenomenolog-
ical reliability of the holographic model described here.
We close this paper by making some considerations
about the nature of the scalar field φ in the effective
EMD action (1). We considered here that φ is the
5dilaton field, whereby the string and Einstein frame
background metrics are different, with the former
entering in the expression for the Nambu-Goto action
used to calculate the holographic Polyakov loop and
the heavy quark entropy, as discussed before. However,
since our EMD model is a bottom-up construction, we
do not know an explicit embedding of it into string
theory and, consequently, we do not have a formal proof
that φ is indeed the dilaton. In this regard, one could
consider, alternatively to the viewpoint adopted here,
that φ is some scalar field other than the dilaton. This a
legitimate possibility as discussed, for instance, in Refs.
[69, 84]. By following the reasoning discussed in these
references, we also investigated what happens if we do
not interpret the scalar field φ as the dilaton, in which
case the metric in the string frame would be simply
equal to the Einstein frame metric, i.e., g
(s)
µν = gµν . In
this case, we checked that the holographic results for
both the Polyakov loop and the heavy quark entropy
have nothing to do with the corresponding lattice QCD
data, even at the qualitative level. Since the parameters
(3) of the EMD action (1) were dynamically fixed in
Ref. [52] by matching lattice QCD results for the
equation of state and the magnetic susceptibility at
B = 0, one could expect that this effective action should
produce results compatible with QCD for some other
physical observables, and what we concluded is that
such expectation can only be fulfilled for the Polyakov
loop and the heavy quark entropy if we interpret φ as
the dilaton (or, at least, as a field which couples to the
strings in the very same way as the dilaton does). Of
course, this is not a theoretical proof that φ in our EMD
action is the dilaton, but such interpretation seems
to be phenomenologically useful for holographic QCD
applications.1
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